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Author Wallace Evenson announces the release of Adam to Christ

CAMBRIDGE, Minn. – In his book Adam to Christ: An Accurate Account of Old Testament
Chronology: The Lineage of Jesus from the Beginning of Creation ( published by AuthorHouse )
, author Wallace Evenson delves into the Bible and uncovers clues which he uses to propose
a possible chronology of the major events of the Bible.

Evenson calls Adam to Christ “… the truth in dating the 60 generations from Adam to Christ.”
He looks at lineages, clues about settings, and literal interpretations of the Bible to put dates to
the most known – and most commonly questioned – events of the Bible.

An excerpt from Adam to Christ:

The first day is the beginning of Biblical dating. Six full creative days were to make phenomenal
changes in this dark chaotic waste. Are the six days literal days? Can anyone know? This is
where faith in the word has an advantage; we can believe that the six days are literal because
He said it! If we can’t trust Genesis to be literally true and understandable, how can we trust the
rest of the Bible? The literal meaning of a day is then strengthened by the next verse.

“So the evening and the morning were one day.” (Gen 1:5)

Evenson confidently refers to Adam to Christ as accurate and the truth because he relies so
heavily on analyzing Scripture. As he says, “All Scripture is inspired by God.”

About the Author

Wallace Evenson lives and writes in Cambridge, Minn.
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For the latest, follow @authorhouse on Twitter.
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